
DESIGN CUSTOMIZED, EYE-CATCHING 
DISPLAYS THAT LIFT SALES.

EASY WAY TO INTEGRATE 
SHELVES INTO A 
SPACEGRID® SYSTEM.

 

Make room for a better store experience  
and bigger sales – 

Create the ultimate displays with SpaceGrid® Shelf from 
Retail Space Solutions.

The versatile SpaceGrid Shelf helps create complementary product 
displays to maximize visual impact and drive sales. Attaching 
quickly to the same grid mounting system used for SpaceGrid 
pusher systems, SpaceGrid Shelf units provide displays of practical 
product combinations, such as bagged salads paired with dressings. 
SpaceGrid Shelf is a versatile solution that generates positive ROI.

SpaceGrid Shelf system:
 § Allows flexible installation
 § Fosters cross-selling of complementary products
 § Offers reversible design options
 § Complements SpaceGrid system

SpaceGrid Shelf provides merchandising flexibility and efficient setup of 
displays, creating an intuitive sales process and shopping experience.

IMPROVED  
product presentation

FLEXIBLE  
merchandising

INCREASED  
sales

BETTER  
shopper 

experience

Why install Retail Space Solutions 
SpaceGrid shelf systems?

retailspacesolutions.com
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Shelf



WITH AND WITHOUT  
SPACEGRID SHELF 

SYSTEM.
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Flexible installation for either short or long displays

Reversible wings provide optimal protection and visibility

Compatible with SpaceGrid pusher systems

SpaceGrid® Shelf units can be placed side-by-side to 
create longer shelves and can function independently 
as a 12" shelf unit. 

Shelf bracket allows for either upward-facing or 
downward-facing wings, which provides flexibility in 
merchandising and heights within the set.

Shelf units are designed to work effectively within a 
SpaceGrid pusher system environment, creating creative 
and effective displays.

Customizable shelving solution for attention-grabbing displays

Shelf

Multiple depths available for customized shelving

SpaceGrid Shelf systems are available in depths of 14", 
16" and 18" to conveniently and comfortably merchandise 
products of varying sizes. All shelf units are 12" wide.

14", 16" & 18"

Built for long-term performance

Rugged metal construction securely supports products 
whose shape or size may be better fitting for a shelf.


